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About Systinet

WHO Founded in 2000, Systinet, a division of Mercury, is the 
leading provider of the foundation for SOA governance and 
lifecycle management

WHAT
Systinet provides the “system of record” for SOA and 
governance and lifecycle applications to ensure visibility, 
trust and control within a shared service environment

WHY
Systinet enables organizations to achieve the flexibility of 
SOA together with the control and predictability of a 
traditional IT architecture
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The Evolution to Service-Orientation

New Business Processes

Business functionality buried in applications, 
asset silos … proprietary interfaces serving
the silos

Business functionality exposed as business 
services … standards-based, shared & reusable 
services 

Application, Asset Silos

Business Services

Service-oriented Applications, Assets
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The Promise of SOA

• Integrate a merger or acquisition
• Share information with a new partner
• Launch a market-driven promotion
• Introduce a customer self-service portal
• Share data with trading partners
• Develop unique composite applications   
• Create single views for cross-selling
• Sell through new channels
• Rapidly respond to a market shift
• Accelerate delivery of new applications
• Reuse existing business services
• Leverage legacy IT investments

• Reduce IT brittleness 
• Avoid vendor lock-in
• Enforce compliance

• The benefits of SOA cannot be 
achieved without governance

Visibility
Trust

Control
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to Change
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Visibility
Trust

Control

SOA Success Depends on Governance

Visibility – A single “system of 
record” for discovery of services and 
artifacts, and monitoring reuse

Trust – Ensure quality, predictability 
and full transparency of expectations 
between consumers and providers

Control – Organize and manage the 
lifecycle of services and artifacts and 
effectively manage change
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The High Cost of an Ungoverned SOA

Lack of reuse by 
compromising trust

Process disruption 
from service 

outages

Escalations in help 
desk and field 
support costs

IT, business and 
regulatory 

noncompliance

Information access 
and security 

breaches

Overall SOA failure 
by allowing chaos 

to reign 
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Governance is Critical to SOA Success

“Governance is critical to the success of an SOA initiative.”

“In 2006, lack of working governance mechanisms in midsize-to-
large (greater than 50 services) post-pilot SOA projects will be 
the most common reason for project failure.”

“Governance becomes a critical issue, touching many 
platform elements. With SOA, the value of your ‘digital 
business’ warrants a heavy focus on the quality of your service 
interface designs and the consistent use of your SOA platform. 
Thus, you are well-advised to carefully govern both, and to build 
governance capabilities into your SOA platform.”
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Systinet 2 Blends Flexibility with Control

Provides flexibility and control

Creates a foundation for scale

Ensures reuse through trust 

Delivers complete SOA visibility
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Systinet 2 Core Capabilities

- Publish and discover business services 

- Validate conformance of services to policies 

- Create and manage consumer/provider contracts

- Manage lifecycle of services, artifacts, relationships

- Report on usage and analyze impact of change

- Interoperate with the broader infrastructure
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Systinet 2 Components
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Systinet 2 Components: Registry

Provides a simple and standards-based 
means to publish and discover reusable 
business services and SOA artifacts

Easily discover and publish business services and artifacts 
Structured approval processes and subscription-based notifications
Granular access control and customizable information views 

Better visibility and control over business services
Improved business agility and reuse of existing assets
Accelerated SOA adoption through intuitive user experience

Key capabilities

Business value

Available standalone or as an integrated component of Systinet 2
Fully UDDI compliant for interoperability
6th generation, award-winning product and highly intuitive user experience
Distributed by BEA and Oracle and deployed by over 50 customers

Characteristics
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Review, assess; 
approve 
or reject

1

Submit service; 
describe, 
classify

2

Request 
approval

Search for 
new service 

or respond to 
notification

Publish into
production

7

Receive 
notification of 
new/changed 

services

3 4 5

ConsumerProvider QA

Registry Usage Example

Consume 
and 

use service

6
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Business Service Console
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Business Service Console 
Results are filterable and 
searchable within the result 
set
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Governance Interoperability Framework (GIF)

.NET J2EE Legacy Data EAIPackaged Apps

Web Service
Descriptions 

&
Policies

Business
Services

Data

Governance
Processes

GIF

Interoperability Framework

Systinet 2
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Endorsed by Top Opinion Leaders

“Systinet is a slam dunk for organizations using Web 
services to extend mission-critical applications.”

“Systinet is driving SOA adoption, providing a registry 
solution critical for SOA discovery, governance and lifecycle 
management.”

“Systinet is the unsung hero of Web services.”

“Competitors Can’t Catch Up To Systinet … Systinet has 
taken a front seat in SOA product offerings”
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Trusted by Over 170 Global 2000 Customers

Finance & Insurance Telecom

Global 2000

Federal & Defense
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Major Platform Vendors Distribute Systinet

Two of the three largest application server vendors 
resell a private-labeled version of Systinet Registry

“Registries are a key element 
of SOA governance and 
lifecycle management. Our 
partnership with Systinet will 
help us deliver a complete 
SOA registry to our 
customers.”

– Thomas Kurian, SVP, Oracle Fusion

“Our customers are looking for a 
simple, fast and standards-based 
approach to deploying a 
successful SOA, and Systinet 
Registry is critical to making this 
possible.  BEA selected Systinet 
for its longstanding leadership in 
SOA and Web services 
technologies.”

– Mark Carges, CTO, BEA Systems
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Selected by Leading ISV Resellers
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Partnering with Industry Leaders

System IntegratorsPartnerships
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Why Systinet

Leadership
• First to market on many Web services and SOA elements
• Developer community in excess of 70,000 and growing
• Sixth-generation Registry Product 
• Leading educator of developers and IT architects 

Experience
• Over 170 Global 2000 customers 
• More than 40 leading ISV/OEM customers
• Implementation experience from leading global SOA projects

Standards-Based
• Participation in WSI / Oasis / W3C
• Co-chair of Oasis UDDI Committee
• “You don’t just preach standards, you breathe them!” – Citigroup Exec

Partnerships
• Simplifying SOA by driving key technology & business partnerships
• Governance Interoperability Framework 
• Major platform vendors distribute Systinet
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Back Up Slides

BACK UP SLIDES
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No Other Vendor Can Meet the 7 Requirements

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Must be certain vendor has an established customer base, a track-record 
of customer success and is safe to buy from as a key part of your SOA. 
Systinet Corporation is the unmatched leader in SOA governance. 

Production Proven

Must be flexibly architected for interoperability with existing repositories 
and to support distributed deployments across the enterprise.

Federated Architecture

Must provide applications for structured approvals, versioning and 
subscriptions, change management and impact analysis to allow 
business services and SOA artifacts to be managed from cradle to grave.

Lifecycle Applications

Must provide applications for creating consumer/provider contracts and 
managing and enforcing SOA policies to ensure predictability and trust. 

Governance Applications

Must partner with key SOA ecosystem vendors, providing interoperability 
via commonly accepted governance interoperability framework (GIF).

Interoperability

Registry must be designed from the ground up around the latest 
UDDI standard, and repository must provide rich XML query capabilities. 
Applications must support the latest web services (WS) standards.

Standards Support

Must provide the “system of record” to ensure access and reuse, and 
as the basis for governance and lifecycle applications. Must be able to 
be integrated with a wide variety of repositories.

Registry/Repository
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Streamline business processes

Improve M&A integration

Create new revenue channels

Improve customer intimacy

Increase business process flexibility

MFG/ 
Distribution

Finance Insurance Telecom Life 
Sciences

Share forecast 
data with a new 
supplier

Share inventory 
data with sales 
and support 
organizations

Share surplus 
inventory data with 
auction service

Access inventories 
across business 
lines in a single 
strategic sourcing 
application

Access RT 
‘available to 
promise’ inventory 
data within CRM 
application

Cross-Industry SOA Use Case Examples

Provide ’get quote’
service with POS 
partner (e.g., 
Autobytel)

Make ‘get status’
service available 
to self-service 
website

Make ‘get quote’
service accessible 
within price 
aggregator site

Provide complete 
product information 
from both entities 
within single agent-
facing application

Provide account 
management 
functions to 
broker/dealer to 
deflect inbound 
requests

Provide customer 
information to new 
business line for 
cross-selling 
services

Propagate new 
service orders to 
field personnel for 
faster installation

Provide real time 
‘put’ offers to 
capacity spot 
exchange

Access customer 
data from both 
entities within 
consolidated CRM 
app for cross-
selling services

Allow wholesale 
customer to 
directly access 
capacity surplus 
data

Make app 
submission 
service available 
in new online 
banking site

Expose ‘address 
change’ service 
to self-service 
website

Make app 
submission 
service available 
to new POS site

Access financial 
data from both 
entities in single 
portfolio mgmt. 
dashboard

Share billing 
data w/ call 
center to reduce 
back office 
escalations

Share 
screening data 
with new CRO

Add product 
change alert 
service to 
physician portal 

Share product 
inventory data 
with private 
label reseller

Access 
bioinformatics 
from both 
entities within 
R&D portal

Add adverse 
event 
notification 
tool into 
clinical trial 
portal


